We have performed ab initio calculations of the mixing enthalpy for the Mo-Ru alloy system. Both completely random alloys on the fcc, bcc, and hcp lattices as well as ordered and partially ordered structures based on the hcp lattice and a phase have been examined. Further, we have performed a ground-state search for the Ru-rich region using ab initio derived effective interactions, and find a series of structures below the tie line of the simple compounds. Using the structures from this ground-state search, we are able to make an estimation of the contribution to the total energy due to ordering effects in this system. We find unusually large deviations between calculated and experimental values of the mixing enthalpy for Ru-rich hcp alloys. Our calculations indicate, in agreement with experiment, that there are ordering trends in the system. However, even under assumption of maximal order theoretical results differ substantially from the experiment. Possible reasons for the disagreement are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing efficiency and accuracy of ab initio methods for the electronic structure and total-energy calculations based on the density-functional theory ͑DFT͒, 1,2 theoretically obtained results have become a reliable source of information with often equally good quality as experimentally measured results. We can presently see an emergence of theoretically derived databases, [3] [4] [5] where both experimental results can be verified or challenged, but also quantities which are experimentally hard to measure are being published. There are also discussions on the possibility to merge ab initio techniques with the empirical CALPHAD ͑com-puter coupling of phase diagrams and thermochemistry͒ methodology ͑Ref. 6͒ in order to improve on the predictive capacity of the latter. [7] [8] [9] The future use of these theoretical databases in practical applications depends crucially on the consistency between theoretical and experimental results, since one must be able to use the different sets of data complimentary. In many cases nowadays, there is rather good agreement between calculated and experimental thermodynamic properties of metals and alloys, such as lattice parameters, bulk moduli, and mixing energies. In some cases though, the discrepancy is significant, and they attract particular attention because of a suspicion of the major failures of the underlying approximations used by the theory. For example, large difference between the calculated and experimental volumes of Pu ͑in the nonmagnetic phase͒ has inspired an intensive research. 10 Another critical test of the theory is the prediction of structural energy differences for some transitional elements. 11 In particular, Mo has been investigated in detail. 12, 13 The ab initio predictions have in general given a much higher value for the energy difference between the closed-packed ͓face-centered cubic ͑fcc͒ or hexagonal closed packed ͑hcp͔͒ and more open body-centered cubic ͑bcc͒ structures of Mo than the values extrapolated from the experimental data by means of the CALPHAD methods. Indeed, the accepted CALPHAD value of the energy difference between the hcp and bcc structures is 9 mRy.
14 This is considerably less than the ab initio values which range between 35 and 50 mRy, depending on the approximations used for the simulations. 7, 11, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Here, Grimvall et al. 12 and Persson et al. 20 have suggested that dynamical instability of the hcp Mo plays a decisive role.
In this paper, we investigate in detail another case of the remarkable disagreement between theoretically obtained values for the thermodynamic properties and their experimental values, which was observed recently. It is strongly believed nowadays that theoretically predicted energies of formation of the intermetallic compounds and mixing energies of alloys can be calculated with very high accuracy. [3] [4] [5] 9 On the contrary, Kissavos et al. 7 and later Shin et al. 8 obtained very large, about 10 mRy per atom or factor of 5, difference between the calculated and experimental values of the mixing enthalpy for the Ru-rich Mo-Ru alloys.
In an earlier paper, 7 it was suggested that the error might be traced back to the problem of the structural energy difference in Mo. The trick used in that paper was to separate the Mo structural energy difference E struc Mo from the mixing enthalpy by noting that the mixing enthalpy of the Mo-Ru solid solution can be expressed as a sum of two terms: the mixing enthalpy on a fixed hcp lattice H hcp and a term arising from the energy cost of changing bcc Mo into the hcp structure of the solution lattice. This latter term is just a product of the alloy concentration and E struc Mo .
͑1͒
Assuming that the mixing enthalpy on a fixed lattice can be treated reliably with the ab initio methods, which is often the case, 21, 22 any substantial difference between ab initio and experimental values of the mixing enthalpy may be expected to mainly originate from a possible failure in the ab initio description of the Mo structural energy difference. Further, the simple relation given by Eq. ͑1͒ allows one to treat E struc Mo as a free parameter and one could use instead the CALPHAD value here. In this way, and under the assumption that H hcp is calculated accurately, Kissavos et al. 7 were able to reproduce the experimental mixing enthalpy of Ru-rich hcp alloys.
While the results seems to indicate that the use of ab initio mixing enthalpies calculated at fixed underlying crystal lattice together with CALPHAD structural energy differences restore the agreement between theory and experiment, the investigation of the alloy thermodynamics for the binary Mo-Ru system presented in Ref. 7 was not complete. Especially, the effects due to possible ordering were not thoroughly investigated. In this paper, we examine completely random alloys on the fcc, bcc, and hcp lattices as well as ordered and partially ordered structures based on the hcp lattice and a complex ordered phase. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe in more detail the computational methods that will be used in this work. In Sec. III we present our results for the mixing enthalpies of completely random alloys. In Sec. IV we investigate ordering effects in Mo-Ru system and describe the details of a ground-state search performed for Ru-rich alloys. Mixing enthalpies of ordered structures are presented in Sec. V. Thereafter, we end the paper with a discussion in Sec. VI and conclusions in Sec. VII.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The ab initio calculations were performed using DFT ͑Refs. 1 and 2͒ and the exact muffin-tin orbital ͑EMTO͒ method. 23, 24 For the calculation of total energies, we used the full charge density ͑FCD͒ technique, whereby a muffin-tin approximation is used for the density in the self-consistent cycle followed by an evaluation of the total energy using the full ͑nonspherical͒ charge density. 25 When combined with the FCD method, the EMTO method has an accuracy similar to that achieved with full-potential methods. 26, 27 For the calculation of random alloys we used the coherent potential approximation 28 ͑CPA͒ with an electrostatic correction to the one electron potential. [29] [30] [31] Within the EMTO method, the CPA was implemented in Ref. 32 and it was shown in an earlier work that the FCD-EMTO-CPA method gives a very good description of substitutional random alloys. 32, 33 The density-functional calculations were performed within the generalized gradient approximation of PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof 34 for the exchange-correlation contribution to the total energy and one-electron potential. All total energies were calculated at the theoretical equilibrium volumes for the corresponding phase. Deviations from the ideal c / a ratio in the hcp structure were investigated and found to give very small contributions to the energy ͑the maximum deviation being 0.2 mRy͒, so ideal c / a ratio was used throughout. The EMTO basis set included s, p, d, and f orbitals and the angular momentum cutoff for the FCD calculations was l max = 11. The valence electrons were treated scalar relativistically, with the core charge density recalculated at each iteration. For the k space integration, 506, 916, 891, 2640, and 2200 k points distributed according to the Monkhorst-Pack technique were used in the irreducible zones of the bcc, fcc, hcp, DO 19 , and B19 structures, respectively.
For the simulations of the phase, and to estimate the contribution to the total energy of random alloys due to local lattice relaxations, we used a full-potential projector augmented wave ͑PAW͒ method 35 implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package ͑VASP͒, [36] [37] [38] generally known to be among the most accurate methods for electronic structure calculations. The plane-wave energy cutoff was set to 300 eV for both the random alloy and the -phase calculations. The relaxation of the disordered hcp phase was performed using a supercell constructed as special quasirandom structure ͑SQS͒. 39 The SQS with 54 atoms simulating Mo 0.26 Ru 0.74 alloy was constructed, as described in Ref. 40 . The number of bands used was 384; the Brillouin-zone integration was done using 98 k points in the irreducible zone distributed according to the Monkhorst-Pack scheme. The -phase calculations were performed with 228 to 192 bands and 112 k points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone.
III. MIXING ENTHALPIES OF RANDOM ALLOYS
The mixing enthalpies for Mo-Ru calculated for the completely random bcc, fcc, and hcp alloys are presented in Fig.  1 . The results of Shin et al. 8 are also included in the figure. The two calculations produce results which are in close agreement to each other, if one compares the curves calculated for ideal ͑undistorted͒ underlying crystal lattices. The difference increases with increasing Mo concentration, and the largest difference is obtained for pure Mo, which is more than 5 mRy. We therefore conclude that the main source for the difference can be traced back to a well-known spread of the first-principles results for the structural energy difference in pure Mo, 7, 11 rather than to the different ways of the simulation of the disorder effects used by us ͑CPA͒ and in Ref. 8 ͑supercell approach͒. Most importantly is that for the Ru-rich alloys, the two theoretical curves are very close to each other.
On the contrary, as can be seen in Fig. 1 , the calculated mixing enthalpy for the Ru-rich hcp alloys strongly disagrees with the available experimental data. 41 The difference can be due to inaccuracy of the theoretical simulations, or because of the difficulty to measuring the mixing energy for refractory materials. Let us first analyze the limitations of the presented theoretical results. There are several effects that could be responsible for the disagreement. First, in a real alloy, there may be important lattice relaxation effects, and these are completely missed by the CPA due to the approximation of the fixed underlying crystal lattice. Second, the effects of the chemical short-range order are also completely neglected by the CPA because of its single site nature. Also, the longrange order might contribute significantly to the mixing enthalpy. Last, it could be that the structural energy term is responsible for the mismatch between experimental and theoretical results, as explained in the Introduction.
We first tackle the question of the relaxation energy. For all the systems in the present study, the total energy was minimized with respect to volume. We also checked that the deviations of c / a ratio from its ideal value in the hcp phase have minimal effect on the total energies ͑the maximum deviation being 0.2 mRy͒. Thus, we conclude that in Mo-Ru random alloys, the only important relaxation term comes from local lattice relaxations. These occur because at any given site, the point group symmetry will in general be lower than the symmetry of the underlying lattice. For example, a Mo site with both Ru and Mo neighbors can lack the inversion symmetry that the parent lattice has.
Recently, a simple model has been proposed that allows one to quantitatively determine the contribution to the alloy total energy of this effect without doing expansive supercell calculations, the effective tetrahedron model. 42 In the effective tetrahedron model ͑ETM͒, the assumption is that the relaxation energy of the smallest cluster at the underlying alloy lattice is a function of the change in volume of that cluster. The relaxation energies obtained within the ETM for the interesting concentration range are, as expected, small. The maximum value given by the ETM is 0.3 mRy/atom around a concentration of 75% Ru. Our test calculation for this quantity performed using a 54 atom SQS, and the PAW method as implemented in VASP gave a result of 0.86 mRy at a concentration of 74% Ru. A few more points were calculated by Shin et al. 8 and can be seen in Fig. 1 . One can also notice that certain carefulness must be exhibited when using supercell techniques for finding relaxation energies. If the atoms relax too far and in a collective manner, that is, if they actually try to find positions which correspond to another structure rather than the structure that one starts from, the calculated relaxation energy might be irrelevant for the analysis of the energetics of the original structure. This, for example, may happen in an attempt to perform a structural optimization on the dynamically unstable systems, such as the hcp Mo-Ru alloys at high Mo concentrations. Even though one imposes a shape constraint on the supercell in order to keep the structure, a use of large supercells may lead to substantial reconstructions of the structure inside the "bulk" of the supercell where a new structure develops. As a matter of fact, the problem was also realized by Shin et al. who found that this actually happened for an alloy with Mo concentration of 75% ͑even though they used relatively small supercells͒. Since we are interested in the mixing enthalpy for the particular structure, we really want an estimate of the relaxation energy for the lattice in question, rather than the total energy for another lattice.
It is also obvious that the ETM cannot be used for the prediction of the relaxation energies in cases where the lattice is much distorted, which would be the case in a dynamically unstable system. However, our relaxed hcp supercell at 74% Ru is still within the stability field for the hcp structure, and we can trust our supercell results. At the same time, the unusually big difference between the ETM and the supercell estimates of the relaxation energy may be due to the fact that the system approaches the dynamical instability.
It is important to point out that although the discrepancy between the ETM and the SQS results are unusually large for so similarly sized atoms as Ru and Mo, nevertheless the energy contribution due to the local lattice relaxations is small compared to the relative energy range in question ͑e.g., the difference between the theoretical and experimental results͒. We therefore do not consider lattice relaxation effects for the rest of this paper, unless the opposite is explicitly specified.
IV. ORDERING IN Mo-Ru SYSTEM

A. hcp alloys: Effective interactions
In order to estimate the maximal possible error of the calculated mixing enthalpies for the hcp Ru-rich Mo-Ru alloys due to the neglect of the short-range order effects in the CPA, we decided to find the lowest-energy ordered states in this region of the concentrations. To be able to perform this so-called ground-state search, which we present in the next section, one needs to determine the effective cluster interactions of a classical Ising Hamiltonian. 43 The idea with getting these interactions is to minimize the energy of relatively large supercells with respect to the site occupation using the Ising Hamiltonian rather than by the direct electronic structure calculations. We can then use these possibly new ground states as an estimate of the maximal possible energy contribution due to the ordering effects in the Mo-Ru system. Of course, the structures presented in the next section may not be the real ground-state structure, since we impose restraints on the search by our choice of relatively small supercells, and also because of the neglect of the lattice relaxation effects. However, in any case their mixing enthalpies will give us a very good indication of the maximal possible energy gain the ordering can give because there are no ordered structures observed in Ru-rich Mo-Ru alloys experimentally. Also, an attempt to predict an exact ground state in such a system as Mo-Ru is to a very large degree a meaningless task because the diffusion is blocked at very high temperature.
In this work, we choose to determine the effective cluster interactions by means of the screened generalized perturbation method, 44, 45 which has been proven to have quantitative accuracy for the chemical part of the alloy interactions. Since the relaxation effects in this system are small on the energy scale relevant for our study, our effective Hamiltonian should be quite accurate. The screened generalized perturbation method ͑SGPM͒ interactions consist of two terms. First, the "bare" interactions calculated with the usual GPM formula, 44, 45 and then one has to add to the bare interactions a contribution which results from the screening of the embedded cluster by the effective medium, which represent the alloy on the average. 31 The SGPM pair interactions calculated in this way are shown in Fig. 2 . Higher-order terms, three-body, four-body, and biquadratic interactions were also calculated and found to be negligible. Clearly, there is very little concentration or volume dependence of the nearest-neighbor interactions in this system. However, the albeit not very pronounced concentration dependence of the fourth nearest-neighbor interaction turns out to have a quite significant effect on the groundstate structures as will be discussed in the next section.
In order to test the quality of our interactions, we have calculated ab initio ordering energies of several ordered and partially ordered alloys. We have chosen the DO 19 , B19, CuPt I, and AB structures. DO 19 and B19 correspond to the L1 2 and L1 0 structures respectively, of the the better known fcc system. 43 We have chosen this set of structures as they span a wide range of energies. A comparison between the ab initio and SGPM calculated values is presented in Table I . It can be seen that the agreement between both approaches is generally excellent, in particular, for the DO 19 structure where the error is always less than 0.1 mRy. However, for the B19 and CuPt I structures, the error is larger taking its maximum value at the stoichiometry of the structure of 1.0 mRy. The source of this error is most likely specific electrostatic effects associated with the lower symmetry of the B19 and CuPt I structures.
B. Ground-state search
Recently, there was a great deal of interest generated by the observation of a series of so-called adaptive structure found as the ground states of fcc ͑Ref. 46͒ and bcc ͑Ref. 47͒ binary alloys. In Ref. 46 , these were attributed to a longrange strain interaction, while in Ref. 47 , these structures were observed arising from only chemical interactions. Using the effective interactions discussed in the previous section, we now present a ground-state search for the Ru rich concentrations of the Mo-Ru system. Since there is in any case no ordering transition experimentally observable in this system, the purpose of such a ground-state search is simply to complement the results for fcc and bcc lattices of previous works, and to highlight what may happen in other hcp-based binary alloy systems. In Fig. 3 we present the results of an exhaustive groundstate search for supercells consisting of 8, 16, and 24 atoms. The supercell structure that we use is simply that of the DO 19 structure extended in the z axis direction to include more ͑111͒ planes. Interestingly, we find that while at 75% Ru the DO 19 structure has the lowest energy, closer to 50% Ru, we find a series of long period structures having an energy below the tie line connecting the DO 19 and B19 structures.
We have tested that supercells based on other geometries do not provide any new ground-state structures. The groundstate structure found at 50% Ru is presented in Fig. 4 . One can note that in the ͑001͒ direction, we find a Ru-Mo-Rusequence which cannot occur in the more simple structures due to the periodicity requirement in this direction. An inspection of the SGPM interactions in Fig. 2 immediately shows that near the concentration of 50% Ru, the fourth nearest-neighbor interaction becomes important and this leads to the stabilization of the observed ground-state structure.
Further, at concentration of 63.5% Ru, we find another long period superstructure, in this case based on the 24 atom supercell, which we present in Fig. 5 . Here, one can see that the weaker strength of the fourth nearest-neighbor interaction leads to-Mo-Ru-Ru-sequences in the ͑001͒ direction, and every alternate plane has all in-plane bonds satisfied. One can note that in this structure, all layers have either 50% or 75% composition, and thus one might expect a whole sequence of the structures composed of these planes. This is similar to the adaptive structures found for the fcc lattice in Ref. 46 .
V. MIXING ENTHALPIES OF ORDERED STRUCTURES
A. Ordered structures on the hcp underlying crystal lattice Figure 6 shows the calculated mixing enthalpy for random Mo-Ru hcp alloy, as well as for ordered DO 19 compound at 75% Ru, and partially ordered DO 19 alloys at other concentrations. We also show the mixing enthalpies for partially ordered B19 alloys and for the structures obtained as a result of the ground-state search described in the previous section. All the results are obtained by the direct electronic structure calculations using the EMTO method. Note that our calculated mixing enthalpy for the DO 19 structure agrees well with that presented in Ref. 5 , where the latter is the lowest-energy structure for the corresponding concentration interval. As can be seen in Fig. 6 , we find several long period superstructures from the ground-state search which are lower in energy than the ordered or partially ordered DO 19 alloys. Especially, this is true for concentrations between 50% and 75% Ru.
We can also see that even with this complete ordering, the calculated results are very far from the experimental curve, at least by 4 mRy at every point. We therefore conclude that the ordering effects cannot explain the disagreement between theoretical and experimental values of the mixing enthalpy.
B. phase
In order to complete the investigation of ordered and random alloys in Mo-Ru system, we calculated mixing energy for the phase. This is the only compound which appears at Mo-Ru phase diagram. The phase has a very complicated structure consisting of five sublattices, two bcc-like and three fcc-like. Using the PAW method as implemented in VASP, we have carried out a complete search of the possible ground states for the phase. The results will be presented elsewhere. Here, we concentrate on the phase with the most stable sublattice occupation. In Fig. 6 the one lowest in enthalpy can be seen, corresponding to a Mo concentration of 67%, or two-thirds. It is understandable that this should be the one with the lowest enthalpy, since the fcc-like sublattices are all filled with Ru, which is quite stable in the fcc structure, and all bcc-like sublattices are filled with Mo, which has bcc as ground-state structure. The enthalpy for this -phase member is 1.181 mRy. This is very reasonable, since the phase diagram 41 shows that the phase becomes stable first around temperature 1400 K. At 0 K, the phase is unstable, in agreement with a positive value of the mixing enthalpy obtained in this study. However, the value of the mixing enthalpy is relatively small, and this suggests that the phase can be stabilized by temperature. 48 Note also that the stoichiometry of the phase obtained in our calculations agrees with experiment.
VI. DISCUSSION
It is generally believed that first-principles electronic structure calculations within DFT allow one to obtain mixing enthalpies for alloys and compounds in good agreement with experiment ͑with accuracy of the order of 1 -2 mRy/atom͒. Therefore, ab initio simulations are considered as a reliable tool for predicting total energies of metallic systems. 5 A case study of Mo-Ru system carried out in this work shows that there seem to be no way to reconcile the theoretically calculated mixing enthalpies with the available experimental results. Although it is possible to get quite close to the experimental curve by using the Mo hcp-bcc structural energy difference as a free parameter 7, 8 and then use the CALPHAD value for the latter, there is no obvious reason for using this method from the point of view of the electronic structure theory. One must also note that even in that case, no reasonable ͑non-negative͒ value of E struc Mo can bring the calculated mixing enthalpy into agreement with the experimental curve in the very dilute limit.
While appreciating the limitations of the first-principles DFT methodology, we would like to point out that the disagreement does not have to be exclusively due to the failure of the theory. In particular, the experimental curvature around a concentration of 85% Ru is quite different from our theoretical results, and it also seem to be somewhat odd if one compares this concentration behavior with mixing enthalpies in other random alloys. 49 The very reasonable values of the formation energy for the phase may be an indication that theoretical results can be trusted, and this in its turn might suggest that the experimental results are questionable.
As a matter of fact, the experiments are very hard to perform due to the fact that Mo is a refractive metal. Therefore, it reacts with other elements only at very high temperatures and even then the diffusion time is very long for the alloy. Another big problem is an oxidation of Mo, 50 which makes the use of small pellets very troublesome. Nevertheless, a new experiment would be highly interesting and might also be instrumental in resolving the debate regarding the Mo structural energy difference.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed ab initio calculations of the mixing enthalpies of completely random hcp, fcc, and bcc Mo-Ru alloys. We have further calculated the mixing enthalpies of partially ordered and ordered structures for the hcp lattice and for the phase. We have estimated the relaxation energies and find that they are not important on the energy scale of the problem. We have further performed a ground-state search for a binary alloy based on the hcp lattice and found, similar to the results of recent works on the fcc and bcc lattices, a series of adaptive ground-state structures below the tie line of the simple compounds. In this case, the origin lies in a large chemical interaction between next-nearestneighbor ͑111͒ planes. Using these ordered structures as well as the partially ordered alloys, we can make an estimation of the ordering effects in the alloy, and find those quite small as well, on the energy scale relevant for the problem. The collected results indicate that neither local lattice relaxations nor chemical ordering would allow us to reconcile the theoretically calculated mixing enthalpies with the experimental values. A new experimental effort would be highly interesting, both in that it will be used for a verification of the theoretical calculations, and also in that it might help in shedding new light on the problem with the discrepancies between ab initio and CALPHAD values for the structural energy difference of Mo.
